**BESTSELLER!**  
Get Art Smart 6-Pack  
Gr. K–3 · 6 paperbacks, 24 pages each  
Teach young learners the basics of art with colourful photos, illustrations, and kid-perfect explanations of line, shape, colour, form, space, and texture.  
2110807 $47.80 $39.99  

**BESTSELLERS!**  
Canadian Art Ideas  
80 pages each  
Engage students in art activities that are inspired by seasonal ideas and Canadian artists, and teach basic art concepts like the elements of design. Also includes assessment strategies and teacher tips.  
2103802 Gr. K-1 $14.99  
2103810 Gr. 2-4 $14.99  

Art Lessons  
80 pages each  
Learn about Canadian and international artists, as well as the concepts of line, shape, texture, design, and colour. Each grade has direct links to the curriculum as well as seasonal, holiday, and multicultural activities that are reproducible and arranged by month.  
1235515 Gr. 1 $14.95  
1235531 Gr. 2 $14.95  
1235549 Gr. 3 $14.95  
1235557 Gr. 4 $14.95  
1235565 Gr. 5 $14.95  
1262823 Gr. 6 $14.95  

Follow-the-Directions  
Draw & Write Activities  
Gr. K–2 · 48 pages  
Students start by drawing pictures, then write stories about what they have drawn. These interactive reproducible pages also help students learn to follow directions and build fine-motor skills.  
1412163 $13.99  

Artists Through the Ages 8-Pack  
Gr. 2–3 · 8 paperbacks, 32 pages each  
Introduce your students to history’s greatest artists, including Da Vinci, Monet, and more! Easy-to-understand text provides a biography with descriptions of each artist’s major works and the historical context in which they were created.  
2916875 $108.00 $69.99  

But Is It Art? 6-Pack  
Gr. 4–5 · 6 paperbacks, 32 pages each  
This innovative series introduces students to several forms of expression such as graffiti, body art, henna, tribal tattooing, and more. Explore the concepts behind each, the historical context in which they were prevalent, and other perspectives. Full-colour photographs and thought-provoking questions will get students wondering what constitutes art.  
2916883 $88.00 $59.99  

**SAVE $781**
ARTS & CRAFTS

Resources

Math Line Designs
From Around the World
64 pages each
Dozens of engaging practice pages that feature striking designs based on motifs from cultures around the world, and build skills in addition, subtraction, multiplication facts, and more.
1810341  Gr. 2-3   $13.99
1810367  Gr. 4-6   $13.99

BESTSELLER!
MathART
Projects and Activities
Gr. 3-5 · 96 pages
Make a natural connection between math and art with dozens of creative projects with easy, step-by-step directions! Topics include number sense, patterns, symmetry, and more.
393314   $18.99

Everyday Art
For the Classroom Teacher
Gr. 4-8+ · 144 pages
With more than 110 seasonal arts and crafts projects, there’s an activity for every level of creativity! Most projects require only standard school supplies.
1260398   $20.99
Contains some American content.

BESTSELLER!
How to Teach Art to Children
Gr. 1-6 · 160 pages
Easy-to-teach, easy-to-follow lessons covering essential art elements such as colour, line, shape, pattern, design, and texture. Includes literature and fine art references.
800997   $34.99

Must-have resource for every classroom!

Focus On Artists
Gr. 4-8 · 112 pages
Introduce students to 33 artists and their styles! A biography of each artist is followed by an art lesson in the style of that particular artist. Includes extension activities.
141515   $17.99

BESTSELLER!
Focus on Artists
Gr. 4-8 · 112 pages
Introduce students to 33 artists and their styles! A biography of each artist is followed by an art lesson in the style of that particular artist. Includes extension activities.
141515   $17.99

Art Movements On Canvas Bulletin Board Set
30 pieces, 28cm x 43cm each · $16.99

NEW!

ArtWorks for Kids
Gr. 1-6 · 160 pages
These 70 art projects feature a full-colour example of the project, art vocabulary and questions, materials list, tips to make the lesson proceed smoothly, and step-by-step, illustrated instructions.
801002   $29.99

BESTSELLER!
Masterpiece of the Month
Gr. K-5 · 96 pages
Teach students about artistic concepts by looking at great works of art! Follow-up art activities use crayons, chalk, tempera paint, and other materials to reinforce learning.
675275   $19.99

Amazing Artists
30 double-sided Poster Papers
55cm x 43cm each · $20.99

Product in use.
ARTS & CRAFTS
Easels & Accessories

BESTSELLER!
Deluxe Double-Sided Art Easel
131cm H x 70cm W x 76cm D
Build the perfect art centre with this double-sided easel featuring two adjustable dry erase/painting surfaces with built-in paper clips, two paint trays with seven built-in paint pots and plug lids, ten drying racks, one large removable sliding tub, and locking casters.

2544741 $349.99

NEW!
Spring-Loaded Paint Drying Rack
147cm H x 89cm W x 61cm D
20 shelves
Perfect for protecting the masterpieces of budding artists! Durable metal shelves allow works of art to dry flat with enough room in between each shelf so artwork is not compromised.

2883652 $299.99

NEW!
Wooden Paint Brush Holder
Wood and acrylic holder, 13cm H x 20cm W x 11cm D holds 24 brushes average hole size is 2cm (3/4")
Keep your paint brushes neat and organized!

3056711 $24.99

NEW!
Crayola© Art Smock Pack
Gr. PreK-2 · 10 vinyl smocks
Colourful, reusable, and easy-to-clean, this smock is designed to slip over your budding artist.

2880723 $55.00 $29.99

NEW!
Double-Sided Drying Rack
67cm H x 81cm W x 51cm D
40 shelves
Drying racks are perfect for drying and storing masterpieces in any class or art room. Durable poly-coated metal shelves allow paintings, murals, and mosaics to dry flat, with enough room in between each shelf so artwork is not compromised.

2655564 $249.99

BESTSELLER!
Smart Smock
Gr. PreK+ · plastic long sleeves
Comfortable, breathable, lightweight smock with long sleeves. Features convenient hook and loop fasteners. Easy to clean.

1382259 $3.99

NEW!
Wooden Paint Brush Holder
Wood and acrylic holder, 13cm H x 20cm W x 11cm D holds 24 brushes average hole size is 2cm (3/4")
Keep your paint brushes neat and organized!

3056711 $24.99

Paper roll included

Brushes, paint, and paint pots not included.

BESTSELLER!
Deluxe Easel
118cm H x 68cm W x 65cm D
Double-sided, adjustable-height easel features a dry erase board and chalkboard, locking paper roll holder, child-safe paper cutter, and four easy-grip clips. Also includes a 75-foot roll of easel paper! The perfect addition to any classroom!

1859240 Deluxe Easel $109.99
Also available
1859258 Easel Paper Roll $8.99
25 yards (75 feet)

BESTSELLER!
Deluxe Double-Sided Art Easel
131cm H x 70cm W x 76cm D
Build the perfect art centre with this double-sided easel featuring two adjustable dry erase/painting surfaces with built-in paper clips, two paint trays with seven built-in paint pots and plug lids, ten drying racks, one large removable sliding tub, and locking casters.

2544741 $349.99

Taxes are not included.
ARTS & CRAFTS
Paint & Accessories

BESTSELLER!
Liquid Tempera Paint Pack
6 colours, 500ml each
Non-toxic, washable paint in six vibrant colours.
1375387 $24.99

Prang®
Washable Tempera Paint Pack
12 colours, 500ml each
This non-toxic paint is safe for even the youngest artist. Includes red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, white, brown, black, magenta, peach, and turquoise. Non-settling formula allows you to avoid shaking or stirring!
2892257 $39.99

NEW!
Sargent Art®
Tempera Sticks
12 colour sticks, 10g each - non-toxic
Easy-to-use, quick drying paint sticks take painting to a whole new dimension!
3056993 $17.99

Finger Paint
473ml each
Safe, non-toxic, washable paint—perfect for hands-on creations!
1553470 Red $4.99
1553488 Blue $4.99
1553496 Yellow $4.99
1553503 Green $4.99

NEW!
Sargent Art®
Acrylic Paint Tube Pack
Gr. 3+ · 10 assorted colour tubes, 75ml each
non-toxic · acid-free
Bright and intense colours that can be diluted with water or mixed with an acrylic mixing medium.
3057032 $24.99

Stable Water Pot Pack
6 pots - assorted colours
Deep-well, plastic water pots have brush holders formed into the top rim. Wide base prevents pot from tipping.
2896829 $19.99

Prang®
Professional Watercolour Paints
Assorted colours · no. 9 paintbrush
Create masterpieces! Palette features removable paint pots and a space for mixing colours.
2109488 8 Colours $5.99
2528703 16 Colours $9.99
NEW! Chunky Brushes
4 brushes
Easy grip plastic handles with natural bristles are perfect for the primary classroom.
3056703 $6.99

NEW! Bulb Knob Beginner Brushes
4 brushes
Fits easily into small hands, perfect for preschoolers to use for all types of painting activities.
3056688 $6.99

NEW! WonderFoam® Pattern Rollers
5 plastic rolling pins, 28cm L · prints include happy faces, houses, hearts, teddy bears, and flowers
Perfect patterns for printmaking, collage, and other craft projects.
3056729 $18.99

NEW! Crayola® Assorted Paint Brushes
5 brushes
Five assorted-sized brushes for any painting project.
3050664 $3.49

BESTSELLER! No-Spill Paint Cups & Brushes 10-Pack
10 paint pots + 10 lids, 10cm H x 7cm D each
No-spill paint cups and colour co-ordinated brushes are perfect for any elementary art classroom!
2258384 $24.99

BESTSELLER! No-Spill Paint Cups 10-Pack
10 paint pots + 10 lids, 10cm H x 7cm D each
Ideal for mixing and storing paints. Snap-on, no-spill lids are perfect for avoiding messes.
1138933 $16.99

BESTSELLER! Paint Pipettes
8 pipettes, 15cm each · idea guide
Squeeze pipettes to siphon paint into the stems, then splatter out a creative design! Works best with water colours or thin tempera.
2125202 $7.99

Finger Paint Stampers
24 stampers · rubber
Young learners can slip these paint stampers on their finger tips and create a variety of shapes and designs! Easy to use and clean.
1819426 $15.99

Paint Scrapers™
4 plastic scrapers, 13cm wide idea guide
Swirl, scrape, and blend a masterpiece! Includes four designs.
682684 $9.99

NEW! Natural Brush Set
24 assorted brushes
Natural hair brushes with wooden handles come in assorted sizes and help students experiment with paint texture and techniques.
1561051 $16.99

Paint Bellows
3 bellows, 9cm each · idea guide
Make colourful art pieces with puffs of paint! Add a few drops of tempera paint and squeeze out a fine mist—perfect for reverse stenciling.
2125210 $11.99

Taxes are not included.
ARTS & CRAFTS
Drawing & Colouring

BESTSELLER!
Crayola®
Crayon Classpack
800 crayons · 8 colours, 100 of each, standard size
Hundreds of non-toxic crayons in eight popular colours!
2315928  $74.99

NEW!
Sargent Art®
Tempera Sticks Classpack
144 tempera sticks · 12 colours, 12 of each · 10g per stick · non-toxic
A class set of easy-to-use, quick drying paint sticks that takes painting to a whole new dimension!
3057016  $159.99

BESTSELLER!
Sargent Art®
Water Color Pencils Classpack
240 watercolour pencils · 12 colours, 20 of each
Vibrant watercolour pencils are great for creating fine details and special effects.
2259613  $69.99

BESTSELLER!
Crayola®
Large Crayon Classpack
400 crayons · 8 colours, 50 of each
Larger non-toxic crayons are easier to grasp and manipulate. Perfect for little hands!
1581207  $79.99

BESTSELLER!
Crayola®
Oil Pastels Classpack
336 oil pastels · 12 colours, 28 of each
A class set of oil pastels in bright, vivid colours that blend smoothly and have a hexagonal shape that makes them easy to hold.
2398817  $54.99
ARTS & CRAFTS
Drawing & Colouring

BESTSELLERS!
Sargent Art®
Best Buy Coloured Pencils Classpack
Presharpened for use right out of the box!
1846693 144 coloured pencils $34.99
8 colours, 18 of each
1382142 250 coloured pencils $59.99
10 colours, 25 of each

BESTSELLER!
Sargent Art®
Best Buy Washable Marker Classpack
200 markers · 8 colours, 25 of each
Brightly coloured markers will wash off most fabrics and skin for quick
clean-up after art lessons.
1382093 $89.99

BESTSELLER!
Crayola®
Colored Pencils Classpack
Presharpened and non-toxic, this class pack of smooth and bright
colours is bursting with colour!
1581273 240 coloured pencils $69.99
12 colours, 20 of each
2398776 462 coloured pencils $99.99
14 colours, 33 of each

BESTSELLERS!
Pentel®
Standard Oil Pastels
Clear, brilliant colours apply smoothly and
blend easily for shading, tinting, and mixing,
and can be used on paper, board, or canvas.
2261965 25-pack $5.99
2261973 36-pack $7.99
2261981 50-pack $9.99

ALL NEW!
Square Artist Pastels
Assorted colours · non-toxic
Rich in pigment and smooth in texture,
these pastels are perfect for sketching
or drawing.
3056737 24-pack $12.99
3056753 48-pack $19.99

BESTSELLER!
Pentel®
Square Chalk Pastels Classpack
144 pastels · 24 colours, 6 of each
Perfect for sketching! Features a smooth, dry texture and
brilliant pigmentation. Packaged in loose, stackable trays
that are easy to store in your classroom art centre.
1549073 $59.99

Taxes are not included.
ARTS & CRAFTS
Drawing & Colouring

**BESTSELLERS!**

*Crayola® Coloured Pencils*
Made with thick, soft lead so they won’t break easily. Perfect for mixing, blending, and fine details.

- 2271287 24-pack $7.99
- 2271302 60-pack $17.99

**BESTSELLERS!**

*Crayola® Washable Original Markers*
Bright, vivid colours that easily wash off of skin and most children’s clothing.

- 2892306 Broad Tip 10-pack $5.99
- 2271328 Fine Tip 12-pack $5.99

---

**Crayola® Crayons**
Designed with a focus on colour, smoothness, and durability, these crayons are perfect for budding artists.

- 2271229 8-pack $1.19
- 2271237 16-pack $2.19
- 2271245 24-pack $2.99
- 2271261 64-pack $6.99

**Crayola® PowerLines Washable Scented Project Markers**
10 scented, non-toxic markers
These washable scented markers provide rich, juicy, vibrant colours!
Unique tip for either thick or thin lines.

- 2892356 $9.99

**Sargent Art® Water Color Crayons Set**
12 crayons · paint brush
Colour with any of these non-toxic crayons and then use a wet brush to achieve special effects. Includes creative art tips!

- 1382267 $12.99

**Fabric Fun Pastel Dye Sticks**
15 crayons · assorted colours
Create works of art on clothes and other natural fabrics! Bright, permanent colours will make fun fabric designs that won’t wash out.

- 2866260 $5.99

**Crayola® Window Writers**
10 washable window markers
Create colourful designs on windows, mirrors, and even foil paper with washable window markers.

- 2248781 $6.99

**Mr. Sketch® Scented Markers**
Non-toxic, assorted colours
Feed your imagination with Mr. Sketch® fruit-scented markers!

- 2882406 Scented Markers $14.99
- 2882414 Scented Stix $7.99

**Crayola® Watercolour Pencils**
12 pencils · assorted colours
Get the look of watercolour paints with the control of a pencil.

- 2548462 $4.99

---

**Crayola® Coloured Chalk**
144 sticks · non-toxic · dustless

- 1690412 White $13.99
- 1690420 Coloured $17.99
24 pairs of scissors

Classroom Scissor Caddy
24 pairs of scissors, 13cm each storage caddy
Rotating storage caddy with four colour co-ordinated cups keeps your Microban® scissors organized. Features safety blades that won’t cut skin.
1990565 Pointed $69.99
1990573 Blunt $69.99

Antimicrobial protection

X-Acto® Gripster Craft Knife
15cm
Ideal for precise cutting and trimming. Features a soft-grip barrel, rear blade release, and an anti-roll design, plus a protective cap.
2396887 $5.99

Scissors & Paper

Westcott® Titanium Scissors 2-Pack
2 pairs of scissors, 20cm each
High-performance titanium provides 3x the strength of stainless-steel scissors! Features a cutting edge that stays sharper for longer, non-stick blades, and contoured soft-grip handles.
2887480 $29.99

Westcott® Scissors
20cm Lightweight, all-purpose, stainless-steel blades.
2103050 $3.99

Scissors

Finger Paint Paper
100 sheets
High-quality white paper is coated on one side to prevent seepage. Use glossy side up.
675811 23cm x 30cm $5.49
675829 30cm x 46cm $10.99

675671 Yellow $4.99
675655 Red $4.99
675689 Emerald Green $4.99
675663 Blue $4.99
675647 Assorted $4.99
1396789 Rainbow $15.99 Value Pack!

Product in use.

BESTSELLERS!
Cartridge Drawing Paper
100 sheets, 23cm x 30cm each
Heavy-weight, high-quality, white drawing paper.
675762 23cm x 30cm $3.99
675788 30cm x 48cm $7.49

BESTSELLER!
Colour Diffusing Paper
50 sheets, 30cm x 40cm
Spritz liquid watercolour paint or food colouring over this fabric-like textured paper and watch the colours flow and blend to create spectacular patterns and designs that can be embellished with markers, crayons, glitter, and more.
2529496 $9.99

NEW!
Tru-Ray® Chalk Pad
40-sheet pad, 23cm x 30cm
Perfect for use with both white and coloured chalk or chalk markers.
3056381 $4.99

X-Acto® Gripster Craft Knife
15cm
Ideal for precise cutting and trimming. Features a soft-grip barrel, rear blade release, and an anti-roll design, plus a protective cap.
2396887 $5.99

Product in use.

BESTSELLER!
Construction Paper
100 sheets, 23cm x 30cm each
High-quality, durable construction paper comes in four vibrant colours or as an assortment.
675671 Yellow $4.99
675655 Red $4.99
675689 Emerald Green $4.99
675663 Blue $4.99
675647 Assorted $4.99
1396789 Rainbow $15.99 Value Pack!

Product in use.

Finger Paint Paper
100 sheets
High-quality white paper is coated on one side to prevent seepage. Use glossy side up.
675811 23cm x 30cm $5.49
675829 30cm x 46cm $10.99

Taxes are not included.
ARTS & CRAFTS
Craft Paper

**BESTSELLER!**
**Amazing Animal Paper**
40 sheets, 22cm x 28cm each · idea guide
Vibrant illustrations of popular animal prints are perfect for a variety of paper crafts.
682642 $8.99

**NEW!**
**Preschool Paper**
176 sheets, 3 sizes: 22cm x 28cm, 20cm x 23cm, and 14cm x 22cm · idea guide
Teach preschoolers how to cut, fold, collage, and craft with vibrant craft papers!
3063914 $24.99

**Building Design Paper**
40 sheets, 22cm x 28cm each · idea guide
Choose from eight realistic exterior textures printed on glossy paper to bring realism to your architecture art and 3-D structures.
2693598 $8.99

**Gizmo Paper**
32 sheets, 22cm x 28cm each · idea guide
Eight bright designs of technological bits and bobs! Paste onto boxes and other materials to create imaginative robots and vehicles.
2894229 $9.99

**Around the World Paper**
96 sheets, 22cm x 30cm each · idea guide
Create worldly art projects with paper patterns that span the globe, from African textiles to Native American prints.
2125228 $16.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Antique Paper**
32 sheets, 22cm x 28cm each
Parchment style craft paper is perfect for drawing an antiquated family tree, coat of arms, or treasure map.
2256651 $8.99

**Fabulous Fabric Craft Paper**
40 sheets, 22cm x 28cm each · idea guide
Eight versatile and co-ordinated fabric patterns for paper dolls, puppets, and “All About Me” art projects.
1238775 $8.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Terrific Tree Craft Paper**
32 sheets, 22cm x 28cm · idea guide
Rich wood grain patterns on one side and matching tree bark on the reverse. Includes eight double-sided designs.
2894237 $9.99

**Native American Craft Paper**
32 sheets, 22cm x 28cm each · idea guide
Beautiful designs inspired by North America’s first people.
2894245 $8.99

**Economy Origami Paper**
72 sheets, 15cm x 15cm each · idea guide
Simple patterns and solid prints make this perfect for beginner folding and cut-and-paste projects.
1402825 $7.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Stained Glass Paper**
24 sheets, 16cm x 21cm each · idea guide
Make beautiful stained glass patterns!
1021823 $8.99

**Sea Life Design Paper**
40 sheets, 22cm x 28cm each · idea guide
Create colourful aquatic scenes with eight different underwater patterns.
2693580 $8.99

**NEW!**
**Preschool Paper**
176 sheets, 3 sizes: 22cm x 28cm, 20cm x 23cm, and 14cm x 22cm · idea guide
Teach preschoolers how to cut, fold, collage, and craft with vibrant craft papers!
3063914 $24.99

**Building Design Paper**
40 sheets, 22cm x 28cm each · idea guide
Choose from eight realistic exterior textures printed on glossy paper to bring realism to your architecture art and 3-D structures.
2693598 $8.99

**Gizmo Paper**
32 sheets, 22cm x 28cm each · idea guide
Eight bright designs of technological bits and bobs! Paste onto boxes and other materials to create imaginative robots and vehicles.
2894229 $9.99

**Around the World Paper**
96 sheets, 22cm x 30cm each · idea guide
Create worldly art projects with paper patterns that span the globe, from African textiles to Native American prints.
2125228 $16.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Antique Paper**
32 sheets, 22cm x 28cm each
Parchment style craft paper is perfect for drawing an antiquated family tree, coat of arms, or treasure map.
2256651 $8.99

**Fabulous Fabric Craft Paper**
40 sheets, 22cm x 28cm each · idea guide
Eight versatile and co-ordinated fabric patterns for paper dolls, puppets, and “All About Me” art projects.
1238775 $8.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Terrific Tree Craft Paper**
32 sheets, 22cm x 28cm · idea guide
Rich wood grain patterns on one side and matching tree bark on the reverse. Includes eight double-sided designs.
2894237 $9.99

**Native American Craft Paper**
32 sheets, 22cm x 28cm each · idea guide
Beautiful designs inspired by North America’s first people.
2894245 $8.99

**Economy Origami Paper**
72 sheets, 15cm x 15cm each · idea guide
Simple patterns and solid prints make this perfect for beginner folding and cut-and-paste projects.
1402825 $7.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Stained Glass Paper**
24 sheets, 16cm x 21cm each · idea guide
Make beautiful stained glass patterns!
1021823 $8.99
Taxes are not included.

**Petite Pattern Mosaics**
2,000 pieces, 2cm each - idea guide
Combine pattern and colour to make eye-catching art! Cardstock mosaics have contemporary patterns on one side and solid colours on the reverse.
2894253 $8.99

**NEW! Terrific Tree Mosaics**
2,500 pieces, 2cm each
Eight tree types are represented - idea guide
Piece together nature-inspired artwork! Introduce students to botany and incorporate mosaics into counting and sorting activities.
3063930 $11.99

**Fabric Mosaics**
400 fabric squares, 4cm each
Create colourful art with a variety of fabric print squares! Great for multi-sensory collage projects.
2529511 $10.99

**Heart Mosaics**
2,000 pieces - idea guide
Create original art with heart-shaped pasting pieces in six sizes and 12 colours.
2693697 $9.99

**Spectrum Mosaics**
4,000 pieces - 4 reproducible grids - idea guide
Create mosaic art with reproducible pattern grids.
1238808 $13.99

**Colour Diffusing Paper Leaves**
80 pieces, 18cm x 23cm each - idea guide
Decorate your classroom with leaves made with colour diffusing paper for a unique design each time.
2693704 $11.99

**Colour Diffusing Paper Flowers**
80 pieces, 23cm D each - idea guide
Celebrate spring in the classroom with colour diffusing paper that mixes and blends and can be embellished with markers and glue.
2693712 $9.99

**Colour Diffusing Paper Lace Circles**
50 pieces, 25cm x 25cm each - idea guide
Make flowers, accents, and geometric prints with colour diffusing circles with an intricate lace pattern.
2693738 $7.99

**BESTSELLER! Junior Stained Glass Frames**
24 frames, 15cm x 15cm each - idea guide
Decorate with tissue paper or stained glass paper—simply glue paper on to the back and hang in a window.
1568718 $8.99

**Stained Glass Frames**
24 frames, 20cm x 30cm each - idea guide
Glue tissue paper onto stained glass frames to make beautiful window art for your classroom.
2693770 $12.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Alphabet Pasting Pieces**
2,000 pieces, 3cm x 3cm each
Add some pizzazz to your crafts! With printed letters on both sides of heavy cardstock, the possibilities are endless!
1984443 $9.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Junior Stained Glass Lanterns**
32 lanterns, 9cm x 9cm x 14cm each - idea guide
Add some colour to your celebrations with 3-D paper lanterns you can fold and decorate.
2693746 $11.99

**NEW!**
**Terrific Tree Mosaics**
2,500 pieces, 2cm each
Eight tree types are represented - idea guide
Piece together nature-inspired artwork! Introduce students to botany and incorporate mosaics into counting and sorting activities.
3063930 $11.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Spectrum Mosaics**
4,000 pieces - 4 reproducible grids - idea guide
Create mosaic art with reproducible pattern grids.
1238808 $13.99

**NEW!**
**Terrific Tree Mosaics**
2,500 pieces, 2cm each
Eight tree types are represented - idea guide
Piece together nature-inspired artwork! Introduce students to botany and incorporate mosaics into counting and sorting activities.
3063930 $11.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Alphabet Pasting Pieces**
2,000 pieces, 3cm x 3cm each
Add some pizzazz to your crafts! With printed letters on both sides of heavy cardstock, the possibilities are endless!
1984443 $9.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Junior Stained Glass Lanterns**
32 lanterns, 9cm x 9cm x 14cm each - idea guide
Add some colour to your celebrations with 3-D paper lanterns you can fold and decorate.
2693746 $11.99

**NEW!**
**Terrific Tree Mosaics**
2,500 pieces, 2cm each
Eight tree types are represented - idea guide
Piece together nature-inspired artwork! Introduce students to botany and incorporate mosaics into counting and sorting activities.
3063930 $11.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Spectrum Mosaics**
4,000 pieces - 4 reproducible grids - idea guide
Create mosaic art with reproducible pattern grids.
1238808 $13.99

**NEW!**
**Terrific Tree Mosaics**
2,500 pieces, 2cm each
Eight tree types are represented - idea guide
Piece together nature-inspired artwork! Introduce students to botany and incorporate mosaics into counting and sorting activities.
3063930 $11.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Alphabet Pasting Pieces**
2,000 pieces, 3cm x 3cm each
Add some pizzazz to your crafts! With printed letters on both sides of heavy cardstock, the possibilities are endless!
1984443 $9.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Junior Stained Glass Lanterns**
32 lanterns, 9cm x 9cm x 14cm each - idea guide
Add some colour to your celebrations with 3-D paper lanterns you can fold and decorate.
2693746 $11.99

**NEW!**
**Terrific Tree Mosaics**
2,500 pieces, 2cm each
Eight tree types are represented - idea guide
Piece together nature-inspired artwork! Introduce students to botany and incorporate mosaics into counting and sorting activities.
3063930 $11.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Spectrum Mosaics**
4,000 pieces - 4 reproducible grids - idea guide
Create mosaic art with reproducible pattern grids.
1238808 $13.99

**NEW!**
**Terrific Tree Mosaics**
2,500 pieces, 2cm each
Eight tree types are represented - idea guide
Piece together nature-inspired artwork! Introduce students to botany and incorporate mosaics into counting and sorting activities.
3063930 $11.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Alphabet Pasting Pieces**
2,000 pieces, 3cm x 3cm each
Add some pizzazz to your crafts! With printed letters on both sides of heavy cardstock, the possibilities are endless!
1984443 $9.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Junior Stained Glass Lanterns**
32 lanterns, 9cm x 9cm x 14cm each - idea guide
Add some colour to your celebrations with 3-D paper lanterns you can fold and decorate.
2693746 $11.99

**NEW!**
**Terrific Tree Mosaics**
2,500 pieces, 2cm each
Eight tree types are represented - idea guide
Piece together nature-inspired artwork! Introduce students to botany and incorporate mosaics into counting and sorting activities.
3063930 $11.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Spectrum Mosaics**
4,000 pieces - 4 reproducible grids - idea guide
Create mosaic art with reproducible pattern grids.
1238808 $13.99
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Eight tree types are represented - idea guide
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**BESTSELLER!**
**Spectrum Mosaics**
4,000 pieces - 4 reproducible grids - idea guide
Create mosaic art with reproducible pattern grids.
1238808 $13.99

**NEW!**
**Terrific Tree Mosaics**
2,500 pieces, 2cm each
Eight tree types are represented - idea guide
Piece together nature-inspired artwork! Introduce students to botany and incorporate mosaics into counting and sorting activities.
3063930 $11.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Alphabet Pasting Pieces**
2,000 pieces, 3cm x 3cm each
Add some pizzazz to your crafts! With printed letters on both sides of heavy cardstock, the possibilities are endless!
1984443 $9.99

**BESTSELLER!**
**Junior Stained Glass Lanterns**
32 lanterns, 9cm x 9cm x 14cm each - idea guide
Add some colour to your celebrations with 3-D paper lanterns you can fold and decorate.
2693746 $11.99
ARTS & CRAFTS

Art Supplies

Fun Frames
24 frames · idea guide
White corrugated card shapes can be decorated with a variety of collage material.
682618 $11.99

Puzzle Quilt Pieces
32 pieces, 10cm x 10cm each · idea guide
Sturdy, white corrugated card pieces are ideal for collages! Decorate easily with markers, paint, or crayons.
1402601 $9.99

Kid Puzzle Pieces
24 pieces, 11cm x 15cm each · idea guide
Sturdy, kid-shape cardboard cut-outs fit together like a puzzle and are perfect for group projects that combine many individual designs.
2529545 $9.99

White corrugated card shapes can be decorated with a variety of collage material.

Optical Art Weaving Mats
24 mats, 20cm x 20cm · idea guide
Complex designs become simple with contemporary weaving mats in six double-sided designs.
2693803 $10.99

Action Shapes People
24 human shapes, 17cm x 35cm each · idea guide
Make self-portraits or unique characters! Idea guide shows how to string the shapes together into a stop-motion video!
2894279 $9.99

Rainbow Weaving Mats
72 mats, 18cm x 18cm each · idea guide
Create beautiful works of art! The pre-cut slots and slats are interchangeable. Weave complementary or contrasting designs. Twelve patterns included.
1402627 $11.99

Masquerade Glasses
40 glasses, 12cm x 17cm each · idea guide
Decorate die-cut masquerade glasses with crayons, glitter, paint, and more. Perfect for dramatic play!
2693845 $9.99

Folding Fun Masks
40 masks, 21cm x 27cm each · idea guide
Decorate, fold, and tape to make fabulous three-dimensional masks! Use pipe cleaners (not included) to hold in place.
1825811 $9.99

Action Shapes People

Multicultural Face Pad
50 sheets, 13cm x 20cm each · idea guide
Make curious faces or silly self-portraits. Students can sketch themselves or their family and friends! Eight skin tones included.
1825837 $6.49

Stand-Up Self Portrait Kit
40 portrait bases, 15cm x 23cm each · idea guide
Draw, paint, and collage to make the face cut-out look just like you! Then flip and fold it to create a standing portrait.
2693829 $14.99

Action Shapes People

Paddle Puppets
24 puppets, 22cm x 11cm each · idea guide
Draw a self-portrait or create story characters! Faces are made from heavy cardstock and feature 12 different hairstyles.
2693879 $11.99

Masquerade Glasses

Fabulous Family Portrait Stencils
11 plastic stencils, up to 12cm x 26cm · idea guide
Compose a family portrait! Three generations of family members in large, easy-to-use plastic stencils and patterned rubbing plates.
1402809 $15.99

Stand-Up Self Portrait Kit

BESTSELLER!

BESTSELLER!

BESTSELLER!

BESTSELLER!

BESTSELLER!

BESTSELLER!

BESTSELLER!
ARTS & CRAFTS
Art Supplies

Art-a-roni® Noodles
454g · non-toxic
Fun shapes in a variety of colours. Use for gluing or stringing.
682527   $11.99

Coloured Alpha Noodles
227g · non-toxic
Reinforce the ABCs during craft time.
1021758   $6.99

Bestseller!
Manuscript Letter Beads
288 plastic beads, 2cm each · idea guide
Chunky, bright letters are great for beading or as manipulatives.
814930   $19.99

New!
Fancy Stringing Rings
113g, 1.5cm each
Exciting transparent colours in fun shapes! Great for teaching counting and for craft projects.
3063956   $6.99

Optical Illusion Rubbing Plates™
6 plastic plates, 18cm x 18cm each · idea guide
Colour to create awesome illusions!
682676   $11.99

New!
Super Value Building Beads
185 plastic beads
Develop matching, sorting, classifying, and motor skills with brightly coloured beads that can split in half.
2693895   $11.99

New!
Gears Stencils
15 plastic stencils, from 8cm to 23cm in size · idea guide
Gear stencils represent round, square, and oval gears allowing the artist (or engineer!) to fit them together to create a mechanical masterpiece!
3063964   $12.99

Crafty Leaves
226 pieces · idea guide
Create beautiful nature crafts with realistic looking leaves that are double-sided and printed on high-quality paper.
2693621   $11.99

Perfect Leaf Stencils
12 plastic stencils, 20cm x 20cm each
Make perfect leaves every time with detailed stencils! Great for class activities or making seasonal decorations.
2693910   $11.99

Nature Stencils
10 plastic stencils and templates, 19cm x 19cm each · idea guide
Encourage young naturalists with fun stencils in shapes from the natural world!
2693928   $14.99

Taxes are not included.
ARTS & CRAFTS
Art Supplies

**BESTSELLER!**
Elmer’s®
Jumbo Coloured Wood Craft Sticks
75 craft sticks, 15cm x 2cm each
A rainbow of jumbo craft sticks to add some colour to your art projects!
2688101 $3.99

**BESTSELLER!**
Elmer’s®
Jumbo Natural Wood Craft Sticks
300 craft sticks, 15cm x 2cm each
Jumbo versions of the classic craft stick are great for craft projects, spreaders, and more!
2688119 $8.99

**BESTSELLER!**
Elmer’s®
Mini Wood Clothespins
24 mini clothespins, 5cm each
Small wooden clothespins are ideal for making puppets, mini dolls, magnets, and many other fun craft projects.
2688002 $3.49

**BESTSELLER!**
Elmer’s®
Quill Rainbow Feathers
40 feathers
Vibrantly coloured feathers add flair to your arts and crafts!
2688250 $3.49

Elmer’s®
Wood Dowels
16 dowels, 30cm each
Perfect for craft projects, stir sticks, mask handles, and more!
2688010 $3.49

Elmer’s®
Foam Balls
12 styrofoam balls: 3 small, 2.5cm each; 2 medium, 4cm each; 3 large, 5cm each; 4 extra large, 6cm each
Styrofoam balls in four sizes are great for school projects!
2688200 $4.99

Elmer’s®
Classic Shapes Foam Stickers
141g
Peel and stick foam stickers in classic shapes to add dimension to classroom projects.
2688218 $8.99

Elmer’s®
Rainbow Feather Super Pack
34g
Fantastic for costumes, props, and festive decorative accessories.
2688268 $3.99

Elmer’s®
Chenille Stems
100 chenille stems each
Twist, bend, or shape these soft stems to create and decorate projects.
2688127 Primary $3.49
2688135 Neon $3.49

Elmer’s®
Rainbow Pom-Poms
100 pom-poms, 2.5cm each
Colourful pom-poms are a fun accent for any craft project!
2688143 $3.99

Elmer’s®
People-Shaped Wood Craft Sticks
18 boy pieces · 18 girl pieces
Great for bookmarks, puppets, and “All About Me” craft projects.
1561069 $12.99

Elmer’s®
Rainbow Pom-Poms
36 pieces

Elmer’s®
Chenille Stems
18 boy pieces · 18 girl pieces
Great for bookmarks, puppets, and “All About Me” craft projects.
2688119 $8.99

Elmer’s®
Rainbow Pom-Poms
1,000 craft sticks, 11cm x 1cm each
Create, build, decorate, and more!
2688060 $12.99
Sargent Art®
Washable Glitter Glue Pack
8 colours, 236ml each
Perfect for decorative crafts! Includes red, blue, green, gold, silver, black, orange, and violet.
1549057 $44.99

BESTSELLER!
Elmer’s®
Sticky Jewels
100 acrylic gemstones
Easy peel-and-stick jewels adhere to any hard surfaces and add sparkle to any classroom art project.
2687880 $4.99

BESTSELLER!
Elmer’s®
Sequins
113g
Assorted sequins make great accents for holiday decorations, crafts, and art projects.
2687939 $8.99

BESTSELLERS!
Elmer’s®
Jiggly Eyes
Bring any character or creation to life!
Black          $4.99
300 pieces, 10mm each
3051787
With Eyelashes   $4.49 NEW!
90 pieces, 10mm, 12mm and 15mm assorted sizes

ALL NEW!
Glitter Shaker
113g each
Add interesting texture and dazzling brilliance to artwork and craft projects!
3056787 Multi-colour $6.99
3056795 Gold       $6.99
3056828 Silver     $6.99
3056836 Iridescent $6.99
3056852 Black      $6.99

NEW!
Glitter Vials
6 colours, 7g each
Add some sparkle to your craft projects! Includes purple, copper, red, green, silver, and blue.
3056761 $6.99

NEW!
Glitter Shaker Set
6 colours, 21g each
Six dazzling colours in one pack! Includes multi, red, green, blue, silver and gold.
3056779 $12.99

BESTSELLERS!
Elmer’s®
Eye Stickers
1,000 stickers per roll
An affordable way to give your crafts “eyes.” Sticky backs for easy use!
1835919 Multi-coloured $14.99

Sargent Art®
Washable Glitter Glue Pack
8 colours, 236ml each
Perfect for decorative crafts! Includes red, blue, green, gold, silver, black, orange, and violet.
1549057 $44.99

BESTSELLER!
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3056787 Multi-colour $6.99
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3056836 Iridescent $6.99
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NEW!
Glitter Vials
6 colours, 7g each
Add some sparkle to your craft projects! Includes purple, copper, red, green, silver, and blue.
3056761 $6.99

NEW!
Glitter Shaker Set
6 colours, 21g each
Six dazzling colours in one pack! Includes multi, red, green, blue, silver and gold.
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BESTSELLERS!
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1,000 stickers per roll
An affordable way to give your crafts “eyes.” Sticky backs for easy use!
1835919 Multi-coloured $14.99

Taxes are not included.
## ARTS & CRAFTS
### Art Supplies

### BESTSELLER!
**Rainbow Kraft Bags**
- **28 paper bags, 25cm x 13cm each**
- Assorted colours
- Great for a variety of arts and crafts, from puppets to loot bags, and more!
- **2853142** $12.99

### BESTSELLER!
**Tissue Paper Value Pack**
- 20 sheets of tissue paper, 51cm x 51cm each
- Lightweight craft paper in a rainbow of different colours for a multitude of art projects!
- **2395110** $6.99

### BESTSELLER!
**Elmer’s® Rainbow Foam Sheets**
- 50 foam sheets, 14cm x 21cm – Assorted colours
- Easy to cut, paste, and layer, these brightly coloured foam sheets are great for adding depth and texture to any art project!
- **2688226** $9.99

### BESTSELLER!
**Plastic Lacing Needles**
- 32 plastic needles, 7cm each
- Blunt-end needles for stringing and sewing projects.
- **814899** $5.99

### BESTSELLER!
**Elmer’s® Craft Magnets**
- Magnets in all shapes and sizes. Perfect for mounting artwork, for use on magnetic boards, and more!
- **2687955** Buttons $7.99
- **2687963** Adhesive Strips $5.99
- **2687971** Adhesive Roll $8.99

### BESTSELLER!
**Plastic Clothespins**
- 40 clothespins, 7cm x 1cm each – write-on/wipe-off
- Includes 10 each of red, blue, green, and yellow.
- **2892900** $13.99

### BESTSELLER!
**Elmer’s® Pony Beads**
- 1,500 beads each
- Great for lacing, making jewellery, and more!
- **2688276** Primary $8.99
- **2688284** Transparent $8.99

### Doilies
- 32 doilies
- Great for craft projects, decorations, and parties. Includes assorted white doilies, eight each of 12cm, 15cm, 20cm, and 25cm.
- **808553** $3.49

### Plastic Banner Paper
- 61cm x 23m each
- Acid-free
- Great for murals, collages, table covers, and other craft projects.
- **2687872** White $8.99
- **3051802** Kraft $8.99 NEW!

### Elmer’s® Banner Paper
- 61cm x 23m
- Acid-free
- Great for murals, collages, table covers, and other craft projects.
- **2687872** White $8.99
- **3051802** Kraft $8.99 NEW!
Taxes are not included.

**BESTSELLERS!**

**Elmer’s® School Glue**
Washable · non-toxic
With a no-run formula, this #1 teacher’s brand of white glue can be applied on a vertical base.

- 225ml $2.99
- 3.8L $24.99

**Elmer’s® Repositional School Glue Stick**
25g · washable · non-toxic · acid free
Perfect for projects—even better for mistakes! Simply re-stick.

- Single, 25g $2.99

**Elmer’s® Repositional Clear Glue Sticks**
6 glue sticks, 8g each
Washable · non-toxic
Repositional, clear glue allows you to see where you are gluing and if you make a mistake, just re-stick!

- 8g pack $5.99

**Junior Goo Spreaders™**
20 spreaders, 9cm each
Perfect for little hands! Ergonomic to hold and offer different glue and paint effects.

- 20 spreaders $7.99

**Elmer’s® Clear School Glue**
147ml · washable · non-toxic
The favourite all-purpose glue, now with clear application!

- 147ml $2.99

**Elmer’s® Xtreme School Glue**
118ml · washable · non-toxic
Elmer’s strongest school glue!
Bonds quickly and dries clear!

- Single, 40g $4.49
- 3-Pack, 20g $5.99

**Prang® Glue Sticks**
21g · washable · non-toxic
Odorless glue sticks dry clear and wrinkle-free, making it great for paper, photos, and fabrics.

- Single, 21g $1.49
- 12-pack $15.99

**ALL NEW!**

**Scotch® Adhesive Dot Rollers**
8mm x 15m tape each
Fast, no mess way to apply adhesive!

- Adhesive $6.99
- Repositional $6.99

**BESTSELLER!**

**Holdit® Adhesive**
57g · non-toxic
Replaces tacks, tape, staples, and pastes. Fastens pictures, posters, and cards. Plastic adhesive lasts indefinitely—it doesn’t dry out like ordinary adhesives!

- Single, 57g $2.69

**Elmer’s® Tac ‘N Stik**
56g · non-toxic · acid free
Perfect for attaching posters, anchor charts, and more to your classroom walls—plus, it won’t dry out!

- Single, 56g $2.99

**NEW!**

**Junior Goo Spreaders™**
10 plastic spreaders, 12cm each

- 10 spreaders $6.99

**BESTSELLERS!**

**Paste Brushes**
12 brushes, 17mm each

- 12 brushes $6.99

**ARTS & CRAFTS**

**Glue**

**Elmer’s®**

**School Glue**
Washable · non-toxic
With a no-run formula, this #1 teacher’s brand of white glue can be applied on a vertical base.

- 225ml $2.99
- 3.8L $24.99

**Elmer’s®**

**X-Treme School Glue**
Washable · non-toxic · acid free
Extra-strength glue stick goes on smoothly and dries fast and clear! Works on wood, paper, fabric, foam board, and more!

- Single, 40g $4.49
- 3-Pack, 20g $5.99

**Tacky Glue**
118 ml · non-toxic
Durable tacky glue remains flexible and can be used on glitter, beads, fabric, paper, and more! Perfect for crafting!

- 118ml $2.99

**Tac ‘N Stik**
56g · non-toxic · acid free
Perfect for attaching posters, anchor charts, and more to your classroom walls—plus, it won’t dry out!

- Single, 56g $2.99
ARTS & CRAFTS
Modelling Materials

**Sargent Art®**
Art-Time Dough Pack
6 colours, 454g each
Soft, malleable dough is easy to clean up and comes in storage tubs so it can be used again and again.
2694348 $34.99

**Crayola®**
Air-Dry Clay
1.13kg each - white
Mold, shape, and sculpt this natural clay, which is smoother, finer, and less sticky than traditional clay and requires no oven or kiln to harden.
2102804 $8.99

**Crayola®**
Model Magic
This lightweight modelling material starts out soft and pliable for easy use, then dries so students can keep their creations. Model Magic can be decorated with markers, acrylic paint, or watercolours.
1690438 White $29.99
1844332 Class Pack $59.99

**Modeling Dough**
1.5kg each
Extremely soft and pliable dough in vibrant colours is ideal for young learners!
1821835 Blue $14.99
1821877 Green $14.99
1821885 Red $14.99
1821893 Yellow $14.99

**Crayola®**
Air-Dry Clay
1.13kg each - white
Mold, shape, and sculpt this natural clay, which is smoother, finer, and less sticky than traditional clay and requires no oven or kiln to harden.
2102804 $8.99

**Silly Putty®**
13.3g
Squish, squeeze, bounce, and snap this silly substance. Perfect as a reward or fidget toy.
2102812 $2.49

**Plaster of Paris Roll**
13cm x 5m roll
Quick-dry sculpting gauze makes wonderful art creations!
1255092 $5.99

**White Plaster Mix**
2.27kg · non-toxic
Simply combine plaster mix with water and pour into a mold to create paintable models in less than 30 minutes.
2391473 $6.99

**Crayola®**
Model Magic
This lightweight modelling material starts out soft and pliable for easy use, then dries so students can keep their creations. Model Magic can be decorated with markers, acrylic paint, or watercolours.
1690438 White $29.99
1844332 Class Pack $59.99

**Playfoam 8-Pack**
Gr. PreK+ · 8 colours · idea sheet
This lightweight, colourful foam sculpting material won’t crumble or stick to skin or surfaces so there is no clean-up required. Never dries and can be used again and again.
2260454 $12.99

**Model 'N Mold Sculpting Sand**
4.5 kg
Build it up and knock it down! This moldable white sculpting sand is safe, easy to use, and will never dry out, allowing for hours of creative fun.
2674689 $29.99

**BESTSELLER!**
Crayola®
Air-Dry Clay
1.13kg each - white
Mold, shape, and sculpt this natural clay, which is smoother, finer, and less sticky than traditional clay and requires no oven or kiln to harden.
2102804 $8.99

**BESTSELLER!**
Silly Putty®
13.3g
Squish, squeeze, bounce, and snap this silly substance. Perfect as a reward or fidget toy.
2102812 $2.49

**BESTSELLER!**
Plaster of Paris Roll
13cm x 5m roll
Quick-dry sculpting gauze makes wonderful art creations!
1255092 $5.99

**BESTSELLER!**
White Plaster Mix
2.27kg · non-toxic
Simply combine plaster mix with water and pour into a mold to create paintable models in less than 30 minutes.
2391473 $6.99

**BESTSELLER!**
Model 'N Mold Sculpting Sand
4.5 kg
Build it up and knock it down! This moldable white sculpting sand is safe, easy to use, and will never dry out, allowing for hours of creative fun.
2674689 $29.99
NEW! Palm Dough Rollers Set
3 dough rollers with 3 patterns: circles, squares, and waffle
Modelling with clay or dough is lots of fun with these palm dough rollers, that come in three patterns—perfectly designed for small hands.
3044005  $19.99

NEW! Plastic Rolling Pins
12 plastic rolling pins, 19cm L each
This set of plastic, non-stick rolling pins are perfect for crafting with dough or modelling clay!
3056612  $12.99

BESTSELLER!
Clay Tools Set
7 clay tools, 15cm each
These plastic modelling tools can be used with clay, dough, or wax.
1694068  $3.99

NEW!
Easy Grip Pattern Stampers Set
4 stampers with four designs: flower, spiral, splash, and star rubber handles
Build motor skills while having fun making pictures with paint or clay. Perfect for small or special needs children.
3044013  $16.99

NEW!
Family Clay Cutters
4 pieces, 10cm-12cm H each
Family clay cutter shapes include mom, dad, son, and daughter.
3056662  $4.49

Clay Cutter Assortment
54 pieces
Create familiar shapes with these high-quality plastic cutters.
1553537  $14.99

Alphabet Clay Cutters
26 pieces, 4cm each
Large plastic clay cutters provide some hands-on, artistic alphabet play!
2834663  $12.99

NEW!
Wooden Clay Rolling Pins
4 wooden rolling pins
This set of durable natural wooden rolling pins features four distinct patterns. Special coating keeps clay from sticking and makes clean-up quick.
1259052  $15.99

Taxes are not included.